
Recursive Tales of the Infinite Multiverse

This is a proof of concept. It's fairly abstract, and should provide fun, experimental play. Perhaps 
this idea will spawn other ideas.

The Infinite Multiverse is where all things that can happen, happen – in different lines of destiny. 
Players skip back and forth between these destinies and explore them.

You need:
– 2 or more players
– A large piece of paper and some pencils

Setup
Choose the first player randomly. That player is now the explorer. The player to their right is the 
splitter.

The explorer makes up a character and a starting mission. 
Example: A barbarian on a quest to kill the Witch Queen. A young girl seeking her lost love. A 
puppy that wants to become a chicken.

They draw a circle on the paper; this is the starting node.They fill it in, to show that node is being 
explored. Then, the game proper starts. 

The flow of the game
Each turn goes like this:

1. The explorer says what the character does.
2. The splitter jumps in when they feel like it – after 10-30 seconds? - and describes how the 

universe splits in two directions. 
3. The splitter draws the two directions as new nodes (circles) on the paper, drawing lines to 

whatever node the explorer came from. They write a few words describing each direction.
4. The turn goes to the left. (That means the previous explorer now becomes the new splitter).
5. The new explorer chooses a node to start from. It can't be a node that's already been 

explored! They fill in the node, to show that it's being explored.

End of the game
The game goes on until the players feel it's done. They take one last turn, where the explorer 
chooses a node and says what the character does – and the splitter describes how the multiverse 
ends.



Example of play

Two players, Lisa and Cheesa, are playing. Lisa's the first player.

Turn 1.
Lisa: «Pixie barbarian Conina wants to become king! He is standing in the Great Hall talking to the 
Senate.» 
Lisa draws a circle saying «Conina wants to be king», and fills it in.
Cheesa: «Split! In one universe, the Senate applauds him. In the other, the roof caves in!»
She draws two circles - «The roof caves in» and «They applaud her».

Turn 2.
Cheesa chooses «The roof caves in» for further exploration. She fills in the circle.
Cheesa: «As the roof caves in, Conina looks around in anguish. She runs for one of the huge lion 
statues and pushes it under the cracking roof, trying to hold it up, when -»
Lisa: «Split! Maybe she saves everyone! Maybe she dies and becomes a ghost! What universe are 
we in?» She draws two circles to show the two new directions.

Turn 3.
Lisa chooses «She becomes a ghost» for further exploration, and fills it in. 
She could have chosen any of the unexplored circles, including «They applaud her!» - all these 
events co-exist in the Infinite Multiverse.
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